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Abstract—Electronic products, including sensors, are often used
in harsh environments. However, many parameters, such as severe
weather conditions, high electronic noise, or dangerous chemical
compounds in situ, may compromise the required high reliability.
Therefore, development of a reliable sensing solution for moni-
toring those extreme conditions may become a very challenging
task. This paper presents a smart skin foil developed to meet this
specific need. Fiber Bragg grating sensors, one of the most reliable
sensor solutions nowadays, were embedded in a thin foil made
of polyvinyl chloride, giving rise to a smart structure with high
durability and high resistance, and a dimensional stability above
99%. In addition, the fabrication processes used are based on a
technology that allows the development of large sensing areas.
The sensing foil shows a linear stretching profile, with a slope
of 7.8 nm per 1% elongation. After submitting the developed
structure to temperature cycles, it revealed a thermal behavior
of 0.1 nm/◦C. Since the smart sensing structure was fabricated
using available industrial fabrication processes, it is a feasible and
ready-to-market solution.

Index Terms—Fiber Bragg grating (FBG), optical fiber sensors,
sensor integration.

I. INTRODUCTION

P REVENTION of disasters caused by structure failures in
harsh environments is a crucial issue, requiring the use of

monitoring solutions that stand those environmental conditions
[4]. Harsh environments are mainly characterized by extreme
operation stress conditions, as mechanical, electrical, thermal,
or chemical [5]. Possible events that lead to undesirable failures
include cracks, corrosion, and temperature, among others. Re-
liable sensing devices are essential for structural monitoring as
well as detecting any instability [6].

The sensing solution requirements are, for these cases, very
tight since they need to overcome the surface topology, packag-
ing, and system integration issues to withstand the surrounding
environment [7].
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The most common sensing solutions, both mechanic and
electric-based sensors, that meet the sensing performance re-
quirements are not able to stand specific environments, as high
temperatures, electromagnetic noise, or chemical solutions in
which they are in contact with [6], [8].

In recent years, optical sensors and, specifically, optical fiber
sensors have been increasingly on focus due to performance
and intrinsic characteristics [9], [10], e.g., optical fiber strain
gages allow stress tests at a higher number of load cycles
(fatigue behavior) than conventional sensors even with high-
strain materials [11].

Optical sensors are suited solutions for difficult operating
and environmental conditions, as electromagnetic stress, or
in highly explosive atmospheres [10]. The ability to write
several different strain gauges in a single glass fiber, leading
to multiplexing, may be the simplicity enabling characteristic
of the optical fiber technology-based sensing networks, since
it avoids the required complex wiring of the standard sen-
sors. Multiplexing, which allows a significant reduction on
the number of connection leads, and the optical fiber sensors’
light weight are responsible for the overall weight and system
complexity reduction, in comparison to electrical strain gage
systems. The overall optical fiber system (Table I) achieves high
feasibility during its life cycle, using passive elements that do
not represent any concern or risk to the environment in which
they are applied. Nonetheless, one of the main drawbacks of
optical fiber sensors is the required optical spectrometers of
the sensor response readout. There is a wide range of readout
devices with cost changing according to their resolution and
sampling frequency. Resolutions of 1% of deformation and
0.1-◦C temperature variation can be accomplished [2].

Due to the potential overall low cost, optical fiber sensing is
being used to provide solutions in different application fields,
such as biomedical [12], civil engineering [13], and aeronautics
[14], among others. However, optical fiber sensors present some
deployment challenges. First, optical fibers are difficult to han-
dle, since they may easily break. In addition, there is a lack of
reliable, fast, and economic solutions to assemble optical fiber
sensors on the monitored structures. The common solutions
adopted to attach fiber optic sensors to surfaces are based on
epoxy resins [15] or even on welding methods [16], which do
not ensure a good repeatability. A recent trend to overcome this
issue relies on the development of sensor integration methods
to place sensor inside the monitoring structure, resulting in the
so-called fiber optic smart structures [17].

However, this is a difficult solution to implement, since, in
many cases, sensor integration is required while the structure is
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TABLE I
SENSOR TYPE COMPARISON (THE MONETARY UNIT ($) IS U.S. DOLLAR) [1]–[3]

being fabricated. This is not possible for structures already on
use and also a problem for new ones since the integration ap-
proach demands changes in the structure fabrication processes
and materials, not feasible in the majority of the cases.

The alternative herein proposed and characterized consists in
the fabrication of a skin layer that can be easily attached to the
structure surfaces under monitoring. This solution provides an
easier attachment method for optical fiber sensors to an already
existing structure. The solution relies on the development of
a methodology to embed optical fiber sensors on a flexible
polyvinyl chloride (PVC) skin foil, using standard industrial
fabrication processes. The output is a flexible and stretchable
foil with a broad range of potential applications that includes
structural health monitoring, automotive industry, aeronautics
and aerospace, robotics, or even biomedical.

II. SKIN-FOIL STRUCTURE

In order to obtain a reliable flexible sensing material, the
insertion of optical fiber sensors in the flexible foil must be
achieved without compromising the sensor readout. In this way,
if the sensor is designed to monitor strain or temperature, it
is necessary to ensure a good bonding between the optical
fiber and the flexible skin foil in which it is embedded. This
guarantees a good transfer of strain or temperature from the
host material to the sensor. Also important is the sensor appli-
cation and long-term operation. In that perspective, the flexible
polymeric substrate must provide, to optical fibers and sen-
sors, protection against accidental damaging during handling,
installation, and product life cycle in its environment, without
disregarding sensitivity performance.

The solution that meets the skin-foil demands is based in
the direct integration of optical fiber sensors inside the foil
polymeric matrix. The strategy is to avoid the use of a specific
substrate in which the optical fiber is first integrated, like a
woven fabric, and then embedded in a polymeric matrix. If
no intermediate substrate is used, it is possible to decrease the
friction and risk of damaging the optical elements. In addition,
a direct adhesion between the optical fiber and the skin-foil
matrix improves the transfer of external stimuli from the host
material to the sensor.

In order to keep the fiber in the midsection of the substrate,
the prototypes were developed in a multilayer structure ap-
proach as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Multilayer structure for embedded optical elements in flexible
PVC foil.

The layer-by-layer construction allows the best yield in terms
of fiber positioning consistency. In addition, this type of sand-
wiched configuration provides a more stable structure in terms
of flexibility and resistance. Layers #1 and #3 play the role of a
protective skin for the optical fiber, while layer #2 is responsible
for the fiber adhesion to the carrier and for keeping it steady in
its place.

III. OPTICAL FIBER SENSOR

There is a large variety of optical fiber sensors used for
monitoring purposes. Among such diversity, it is possible to
find point sensors, where the sensing structure is placed in the
fiber end, as Fabry–Pérot interferometers [18]; alternatively,
the distributed sensors, if the spatial mode is discriminated,
retrieving the measurand along the fiber length, as the Raman
Brillouin scattering ones [19]; and finally, the quasi-distributed
sensors, where the measurand is determined at particular and
predefined points along the fiber, as the fiber Bragg gratings
(FBGs) [20].

From this group of sensors, FBG sensors have caught atten-
tion in the last decade, due to their distinguishing advantages
when compared with other sensors. First, they are not sensitive
to the light source amplitude fluctuations, since the readout
mechanism is based on wavelength instead of light intensity.
Second, the Bragg structure is directly written into the fiber
core, keeping the overall fiber structure unaffected. Third, it is a
type of sensor that can be mass produced at a low cost, ensuring
this way a competitive sensing solution. Finally, for quasi-
distributed sensing applications, the FBG-inherent multiplexing
characteristic makes them a practical solution [21].
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Fig. 2. Illustration of a Bragg sensor working principle. (a) Incident spectrum. (b) Reflected spectrum. (c) Transmitted spectrum.

The FGB is inscribed in optical fibers by forming a partic-
ular refractive index modification profile, leading to internal
reflection of light. A fine band of the incident optical signal
[Fig. 2(a)] is reflected [Fig. 2(b)] by the inscribed microstruc-
ture (gratings), resulting in a wavelength-specific resonance.

The FBG is produced by photo impression in photo-sensitive
optical fibers with side exposure to patterned UV laser radi-
ation. The beam pattern results from the phase mask that is
usually placed between the UV source and the optical fiber
(phase mask method). The mask is responsible for the grat-
ing structure and reflected wavelength. The remaining wave-
lengths will pass through the grating undisturbed, as shown in
Fig. 2(c) [22].

Since the grating period (ΛB) is strain and temperature de-
pendent, it becomes possible to measure these two parameters
by analyzing the intensity of the reflected light as a function of
the wavelength (λB).

IV. SKIN-FOIL MATERIAL

The foil material is a crucial element when considering its
use for smart sensing structures. First, in terms of integration, it
has to be able to keep the optical fiber in place and transfer the
stimulus of the host structure with the minimum interference.
On the other hand, the foil needs to ensure that it is able to
resist the harsh conditions. Flexible skinlike foils that meet the
previous requests can be made of a restricted group of different
polymers.

Polyurethane may be among the safest choices with very long
durability and high performance, regarding abrasion resistance
and flexibility. However it has a downside, it is the most
expensive skin [23], [24].

A polyolefin-based material is a suitable alternative for the
required objective, but its performance related to softness,
abrasion, and flexibility is, in general, more difficult to adjust
[25], [26].

PVC was the final choice due to its performance/cost ratio.
The PVC formulation is very flexible, allowing the customiza-
tion of a skin layer for each specific application. Although
plastics appear to be much alike in the daily use, PVC has
an entire set of different features considering performance and
functions [27]. Chemical stability is one of the major char-

Fig. 3. Layout of industrial spread-coating process.

acteristics that results from its molecular structure. These are
also characteristics of PVC resins, which, in addition, possess
fire-retarding properties, robustness, chemical resistance, and
mechanical stability, among other features [28].

V. SMART SKIN-FOIL FABRICATION

PVC has a wide range of processing techniques. Extrusion,
calendering, and paste techniques (like spread coating, slush,
and dip molding) are all PVC-enabled processing techniques.

Spread-coating technology allows the manufacture of foils
for a broad range of applications, such as clothing, wall
and floor coverings, conveyor belts, and wallpapers, among
others [29].

The spread-coating technique runs continuously, and the
polymeric structure is built layer by layer, with a carrier work-
ing initially as a support structure for the first layer.

The spread coating (Fig. 3) starts with a viscous paste being
spread over a carrier. As the carrier passes beneath a steel blade,
the layer thickness of a spread material is defined, and after-
ward, when going through the oven, the paste is cured, resulting
in a solid and flexible layer. After that, the remaining layers
are usually spread over the previous one. Several spreading and
oven machines can be placed in series, enabling a multilayer
structure. At the end, the final polymeric structure is detached
from the carrier. This technique is the one that best enables the
integration of optical fibers.

A Werner Mathis coating equipment was used for the pro-
duction of a laboratory-scaled flexible skin foil with integrated
optical fibers by the spread-coating process. This laboratory
technique is the same as the one used in industrial process
conditions, allowing industrial scale-up.
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TABLE II
SKIN-FOIL FABRICATION PROCEDURE

In order to accomplish the structural layout shown in Fig. 1,
layer #1 is first spread over a paper carrier and cured. With a
thickness of 200 μm, it is possible to achieve a flexible and
light layer with minimum sensitivity loss.

For the middle layer, a thickness of 300 μm was set to ensure
the full wrap of the optical fiber, showing an external diameter
of 250 μm. Since the final layer will be in contact with the
environment, a 400-μm thickness was considered to be enough
to guarantee optical fiber protection against the potential harsh
conditions.

The temperature needed to secure a complete and successful
cure of the polymer was 200 ◦C for a 60-s period. As the fiber is
able to sustain higher temperatures than 200 ◦C, the cure stage
did not represent any constraint.

It is important to note that, for each application, the layer
thickness can be tuned according to its end-use. More layers
can even be added if high protection or damping effect is
necessary. In addition, one of the layers can be made of a
different material. It is the final application that defines the full
properties of the structure layout. Table II synthesizes the smart
sensing skin-foil fabrication procedure.

The chosen FBGs for the prototype fabrication were pro-
duced by FiberSensing. The gratings were written in hydrogen-
loaded standard fiber (Corning SMF 28e+) using the phase
mask technique and a pulsed excimer laser. The length of the
gratings is 8 mm, and the resonance wavelength is 1541 nm,
corresponding to a refraction index modulation period of the
core in the half-micrometer range (≈0.52 μm), based on the
effective refractive index of 1.47.

VI. STRUCTURE CHARACTERIZATION

Fig. 4 shows the developed smart sensing PVC skin foil. The
foils present a high degree of flexibility, and the sensor is fully
embedded. The foil surface was intact, and the fiber was not felt
at the surface when touching the sample.

The smart skin foil cost alone was estimated to be around
$30.00/m2. This value does not take into consideration the fiber
and sensor cost, which has to be added at the end, since the
smart foil can be fully customized in terms of fiber layout and
sensor network size.

The samples underwent a dimensional stability test. This
examination measured the linear dimensional change when
the samples were exposed to temperature. In this case, two
exposure scenarios were considered, one of 60 min for 80 ◦C

Fig. 4. Sensitive skin-foil prototypes.

Fig. 5. Reflected spectrum from the FBG sensor.

and another one of 1 min for 190 ◦C. This test gave an indication
of the sample stability in regard to internal stress introduced
during the fabrication. The dimensional variation of the samples
was lower than 1%, which is in conformity with the PVC foil
standards.

After the surface analysis and the successful integration,
the optical response of the embedded sensor was evaluated.
First, the spectrum signature of the FBG was read, using a
FiberSensing BraggMETER 4200 unit. The obtained reflected
spectrum is shown in Fig. 5. The FBG signature spectrum is
well defined with a high signal-to-noise ratio.

The next step was to determine the sensor performance when
subject to strain and temperature changes.

The strain characterization was obtained from samples
placed in a tensile testing machine Instron 4302. In this test, the
samples were stretched in a controlled manner, and the reflected
optical signals from the Bragg structures, as well as the applied
loads, were recorded. Fig. 6 shows the setup that was used for
the mechanical tests. The samples were cropped in order to
provide a 100 × 50 mm2 area between grips (Fig. 7).

Two different tests were performed: Displacement was incre-
mented at constant speed and in steps.
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Fig. 6. Setup for strain tests.

Fig. 7. Sample gripping in elongation-at-break test.

First, a constant displacement speed of 16 μm/s was applied
to the smart foil. Fig. 8 shows the optical response of the sensor
when subjected to this first test. Above 0.5% displacement, the
sensor presents a linear optical response. Below that value, the
sample reacted as nonlinear due to the initial stretch state of
the sample. At the initial instant, the testing machine distance
between the grips (100 mm) was higher than the effective length
of the foil between the grips due to the foil flexibility. The
sample presented a slope of 7.8 nm per 1% of elongation, for the
sample with the fiber positioned axially. For this fiber layout,
the samples were elongated up to 1.6%. The system resolution
will be dependent on the spectrum analyzer unit that is used
since, as the sensor is a passive element, a small strain will
always affect the fiber and a wavelength shift will result from
that. In this way, it will be the interrogation unit ability to
detect the wavelength change that defines the overall sensing
sensitivity.

The elongation range, which is limited by the achievable
elongation without breaking the fiber, can be improved with

Fig. 8. Wavelength response to applied displacements at constant speed.

Fig. 9. Wavelength response to applied displacement by steps.

different fiber layouts. Since the manufacturing method enables
the full customization of the fiber disposition, a different fiber
layout can provide different elongation ranges.

In a second test, the displacement was applied in steps of
0.2% (200 μm) in order to evaluate the bonding between the
optical fiber and the skin foil. The grip was kept at each
elongation level for at least 1 min to assess the optical signal.
The reflected wavelength component does not change while the
grip is kept at the same elongation level, if a successful bond
between the optical fiber and the polymeric foil is achieved.

Fig. 9 shows the structure response to this displacement step
test. After stopping the grip in each step, a variation in the
deviation of the signal is detected, but this is only due to the
grip movement when stopping. After a few seconds, the optical
signal is kept constant, proving a good bonding between the
optical fiber and the polymeric structure.

The final test was performed to characterize the smart struc-
ture thermal behavior. The samples were glued to a metal plate,
0.8 mm thick, which was placed over a hot plate (Fig. 10).
The heat source was programmed to achieve a temperature of
175 ◦C at a rate of 1 ◦C each 3 s.
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Fig. 10. Temperature test setup.

Fig. 11. Wavelength response to temperature changes.

As the metal plate, with the sensing foil attached to it, was
being heated, the FBG wavelength shift was recorded, and the
result is shown in Fig. 11. The temperature rising is followed
by a positive deviation of the sensor reflected wavelength. The
obtained data tend to follow a linear fit with an R-Square value
of 0.99744. The prototype responded to temperature changes
with a slope of 0.1 nm/◦C.

The previous analysis and results were obtained without si-
multaneous measurements of strain and temperature. However,
in real application, it may not be likely to have such a perfect
environment, particularly concerning harsh ones. Nevertheless,
that situation can be solved with some approaches [30].

The simplest solution is to have several distinct FBGs, in
which one of them is strain free, forcing it to be only sensitive
to temperature changes. Thus, the temperature variation can be
easily removed from the strain measurements. This approach,
however, may raise some concerns with respect to the me-
chanical protection of the reference sensor, depending on the
application, which is crucial for the present solution.

More interesting solutions for the integrated approach are
the use of a high-pass filtering approach or readout with dif-
ferent fiber modes. The first approach allows retrieving fast
strain vibrations and impacts from slowly varying environment
temperature. The second one takes advantage of the different
strain and temperature sensitivities of specific optical fiber, as
the highly birefringent bow-tie-type optical fibers [31].

In chemical environments, the smart structure has the ability
to withstand many compounds [32]. Basically, due to the PVC-
based formulation, the sensing solution may be degraded, if

in contact with sulfuric acid with a concentration above 98%
or nitric acid with a concentration above 30% [32]. These two
chemical agents, at high concentrations, can gradually degrade
the PVC foil by oxidation. Solvents are the other groups of
compounds which are not compatible with the developed sens-
ing solution [32]. The aggressive solvent tetra-hydro-furan can
quickly dissolve the PVC foil at room temperature. PVC foils
are a unique material that is able to withstand wide temperature
cycles, UV radiation, humidity, and abrasion, among others,
without having its structure affected.

VII. APPLICATIONS

One of the main issues, concerning the optical fiber sensor
use, is the in situ sensor deployment. In general, optical fibers
are very fragile components when compared to other sensing
technologies. Therefore, before mounting the optical fiber sen-
sors to the host structure, the sensor is previously packaged on
a metal box and then welded to the structure or directly glued
to it, via epoxy resins. Such solutions are labor demanding, and
it is difficult to ensure uniform application for all sensors.

The developed smart structure solution is able to overcome
such issue. This integrated approach allows customized manu-
facture not only in terms of smart material size, in order to fit
the final structure, but also in terms of fiber layout that can be
embedded on the PVC foil. With this, a custom sensor network,
in terms of sensor positioning and mechanical and thermal
performance, can be designed for each specific application.

The developed smart structure can be compared to a thick
(900-μm) paper foil with the capability of sensing temperature,
strain, and related measurands. It can be provided in a wound
manner. In the application site, it is unwounded and applied as
it was a wallpaper cover. In the aforementioned thermal test, a
small A4-size smart foil was easily glued to a metal plate with-
out any issue. This enables the covering of a full structure with
a noncomplex sensing network due to the sensor’s multiplexing
characteristic. The interrogation of such network can be done
from a far site from the sensing network by an optical fiber
connection cable.

Automotive industry can use such smart solution to cover
a vehicle cockpit with a sensing network that can provide
real data about the structural state of the automobile structure,
driver, and passengers, or it can even work as an interface
between the driver and the vehicle systems.

In civil engineering, a mat based on this smart solution can
be applied for structural health monitoring purposes, or even for
new design ideas that require sensing systems. Bridges, tunnels,
and buildings can have covered sections based on this solution.

The application field for the developed smart structure is
enormous due to the manufacturing flexibility and its inherent
properties.

VIII. CONCLUSION

A sensing solution for harsh environments has been devel-
oped. A PVC skin foil with integrated FBG sensors has proven
to be a feasible solution for already existent and even new
structures that need to be monitored for temperature, strain, and
loads, among other related measurands. The choice of PVC,
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as the foil main material, provides enough protection for the
majority of the ruthless environments. In addition, the selection
of optical fiber sensors, particularly FBG-based sensors, allows
the determination of the structure precise status with no associ-
ated risk.

The PVC skin foil was mainly characterized in terms of
mechanical and thermal responses, since they are considered
the two crucial parameters for this specific environment appli-
cation. In terms of strain, it was possible to achieve a good
bonding between the sensor and the foil, which allowed the
sensor to track with success the applied displacement to the foil.
A linear response of the sensor with a slope of 7.8 nm per 1%
elongation emphasizes its performance. The thermal behavior
was characterized with a linear response, shifting the reflected
peak 0.1 nm per each 1-◦C change. For both results, the optical
deviation can always be directly correlated to each measurand.

The prototype performance and its inherent characteristics,
allied with full customization capability, allow the smart struc-
ture to be targeted to a wide range of application fields, with
few concerns in respect to harsh environments.
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